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The subject of this paper is set between the last half of the 19th century to the early 20th, 
and reflects on how primarily Uzbek ikat textile motifs were co-opted by factories in 
Russia to embellish cheap, mass produced table ware for the Central Asian market. These 
ordinary objects of daily life literally serve up culture on a platter, as they vividly reflect 
the sociopolitical aspirations of Czarist Russia's regime, while simultaneously mirroring 
Central Asia's awakening sense of its own national identities. For “It is often a prosaic 
material culture rather than the august portrait or palace of power, that expresses most 
vividly the sociopolitical aspirations of a particular regime” (Bowlt, p. 36). 
Historic Backdrop 
The ikat plates of this study belong to the late nineteenth to early twentieth centuries, but 
Central Asia's troubled relationship with Russia began many hundreds of years before. In 
the sixteenth century, Czar Ivan IV “the Terrible” founded the Russian empire after 
defeating the Mongols and expanding into Siberia. Over the next four centuries, his 
successors expanded their territories until Russia was the largest empire on land since 
that of Genghis Khan (Hutchinson, p. 1). Holding together this huge territory with 
numerous peoples, languages, religions and cultures was complex. The empire struggled 
with too much land, with maintaining consistent ruling principles and purity in the 
Orthodox faith. Most of Russia was rural, agricultural and poor, with a top- heavy 
bureaucracy in the capitol of St. Petersburg. 
During the rule of Czar Peter I (1682–1725), attempts were made to understand the 
vast differences among the peoples of Russia, but there were little social reforms. The 
people of Russia were classified, named, their territories specified, and religious 
communities defined. This led to the Muscovite states' differentiation of rural people as 
either Orthodox (Russians) and Russian speaking or Muslims (ethnic, foreigners) and 
foreign language speaking to create boundary lines differentiating a hierarchy of value 
(Khodarkovsky, p. 14). Therefore, Central Asia, the true melting pot of cultures with its 
Muslim population was considered “other” and “inferior” (Slezkine, p. 35). Until the late 
nineteenth century, the basic population of Central Asia, with its Islamic, feudal society 
and economy based upon agriculture and handicrafts trade, was not assimilated into the 
Russian empire and remained tribal, ethnic and separate (Melvin, p. 7). 
In the early decades of the nineteenth century, Russia's primary interest in Central 
Asia was strategic, but increasingly become concerned with expanded trade and 
settlement (Suny, p. 51-52). Central Asia's ruling Khans were divided and distracted by 
internal rivalries amongst their scattered principalities. This preoccupation prevented 
them from grasping the gravity of the “Great Game”, the struggle for land and resources 
taking place between Russia and Great Britain ( Fitz Gibbon and Hale, p. 85). With its 
unexplored mineral resources, "geopolitical vacuum" and isolated predominantly Islamic 
culture (Sengupta, p. xii), the vast territories of Central Asia were prime for the taking. 
After four decades of bloody struggles ending in the 1860s, Russia gained firm control 
over the powerful khanates. 
Interestingly, by the end of the nineteenth century, less than 45% of Russia was 
actually “Russian”, and more than 25%, or about thirteen million people living in the 
Russian territories were Sunni Muslim with religious ties to the Ottoman Empire, spoke 
Turkic languages and lived in the Central Asian territories (Hutchinson, p. 2). Russia 
began importing large numbers of Slavs and Russians settlers into the region, increased 
cotton production rather than food, and squeezed out locally-made products with mass-
produced, cheap goods leading to economic dominance over the Central Asian region.  
The Plates 
After the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991, many Central Asian textiles appeared 
in the bazaars of Peshawar, Kabul and Istanbul. To many, these suzanis, tribal 
embroideries and silk ikats were rarely known. The appearance of Central Asian textiles 
and material goods directly reflects the upheavals of the times, as once closed frontiers 
had opened and formerly-prized possessions were being sold to start new lives. Of these 
goods that appeared on the market, one of the most interesting and unusual is a type of 
ceramic tableware with patterns that visually imitate distinctively Central Asian ikat 
patterns from Bukhara, Samarkand and other Silk Road cities. The ikat effect is achieved 
by spraying glazes through stencils that have been cut to mimic ikats' irregular outlines. 
The motifs on the plates repeat the familiar curled rams horns, floral themes, concentric 
circles and stripes prevalent in silk ikat fabrics. Even the plates' color schemes echo the 
bright color palettes of ikats in rosy pinks, deep reds, blues, violets and greens. The 
darkest color in the plates, a brownish violet is reminiscent of some dark, iridescent ikats 
from the Ferghana Valley (Fitz Gibbon and Hale, p. 233). These plates clearly capture the 
aesthetic tastes of Central Asia with their bright colors, rhythms, motifs and vibrancy. But 
curiously, the plates were made in Russia.  
Each of the plates studied has a back stamp that either bears the Imperial double-
headed eagle crest of the Romanov family or another regal-looking starburst surmounted 
by a crown. The printed lettering is Cyrillic, but many of the plates also have Arabic 
script printed under the Russian stamps. Who designed and manufactured these plates? 
Why would ceramic ware mimic textile patterns? What can we learn from them?  
These ikat-patterned plates remain relatively rare. Fifteen plates were studied for this 
paper. A few of the plates are thin, translucent porcelain, but most are thick, heavy 
stoneware. The ikat-patterned plates are decorated in faience style, after the Italian 
method of glazing the ware first with an opaque white slip that provides luminosity to the 
colorful over-glazes. The factories producing these goods characteristically used high 
quality imported glaze materials imported from abroad until 1918, when imports of 
coloring materials were cut off (Chernyi, p. 133). Bright reds and yellows were usually 
achieved with glazes containing lead. The golden yellow may contain a small amount of 
uranium, the blue- cobalt, the greens - iron or copper, the reds - copper, and the purple 
brown - manganese (Kavaljian). We may never learn the exact details of these plates, 
because information on the glaze formulas and suppliers has not survived.  
The plates all show signs of use - scratches, worn glazes and chipped edges. One plate 
in the collection was broken in 3 places, but carefully mended with metal brackets. The 
plates range in size from the equivalent to contemporary salad plates (8-3/4 " to 9-1/2"), 
to generously sized dinner plates (12-1/2", 12-7/8") and serving platters (13", 13-3/4", 13-
7/8", 14"), with the largest in this collection measuring 14-3/4" in diameter. Ikat-
patterned serving pieces such as teapots and bowls were also manufactured, but these are 
extremely rare. 
In the group studied, there are six ikat-mimicry designs: a double rams' horns motif 
with central concentric eye spot; parallel rows each containing a single ram's horn motif; 
a design consisting of seven centrally positioned parallel stripes and ikat-suggestive 
shapes in the shoulder of the plate; a pair of rhomboid-shaped eye spots; a bilaterally 
symmetrical, dark scorpion/arachnid-like form; and parallel stripes superimposed over 
large concentric rings. The most common motif is the ram's' horns, and the rarest are 
purportedly the parallel stripes over concentric circles and the parallel rows with ram's 
horn design (Hewitt). Rams' horns motifs, “eye spot” patterns, stripes and arachnids are 
common Central Asian ikats patterns. 
There are two tiers of quality in the plates. Higher quality plates have more luminous 
colors representing more specific ikat patterns, while lesser quality plates appear more 
flat and opaque. The better quality plates used stencils more carefully cut to imitate the 
irregular edges resulting from the ikat process. Less careful designs simply used serrated 
or scalloped edges, rather than the stair-stepped cutting seen in better quality stencils. 
Another distinguishing factor in discerning quality was the care with which the multiple 
stencils were aligned or registered to create the multi-colored pattern, since each sprayed-
on glaze color required its own stencil. Some of the lesser quality plates lack reference to 
a specific ikat pattern, but evoke instead, a generalized sense of ikat. As we will see, 
these tiers of quality were directly associated with the factories of manufacture, and the 
general state of affairs in pre-Revolution Russia.  
Ikat in Central Asian Life  
Ikat fabric results from a complex series of tying and dyeing threads prior to their being 
woven into cloth. Primarily woven with rosy, solid-colored wefts and colorfully 
patterned, resist dyed warps, Central Asian ikats are rhythmic and strong, with abstracted 
graphic images conveying a love of pattern, surface and ornament. Blurry, uneven edged 
shapes are characteristic of all ikats, the result of how the dye seeps under the grouped 
bundles of resist-tied threads. The ceramic ware of this study mimics these qualities. 
These ikat-patterned plates appealed to a Central Asian cultural aesthetic, for whether in a 
rural yurt or in an urban home, fabrics and patterns were everywhere. From patterned 
floor felts or carpets and stacked bedding, to covered mattresses, embroidered pillows, 
wall hangings, and painted walls, the aesthetic was one of complex patterns, colors and 
painted surfaces to create an atmosphere of luxury within the idealized world of home. 
Ikats were a part of this patterned environment that were used by the upper classes of 
Central Asia for outer robes, wall hangings, bedding and coverlets (Hale and Fitz Gibbon, 
p. 15). Within this cultural preference for pattern and color, the ikat-derived plates would 
have had great appeal.  
Ikats now associated with Central Asia evolved in the nineteenth century from a long 
tradition of silk weaving (Fitz Gibbon and Hale, p. 33). Central Asia was once ruled by 
the Mongol khans, then the Timurids, but at the beginning of the 16th century, the 
Uzbeks established themselves and dominated politically until the mid - 19th century, 
when the area fell under the control of the Russian empire. Multi-ethnic states and 
principalities were established, with clear social divisions between the rural people, 
nomads and urban settlers. The ruling khans created palaces and courtly environments, 
where prestige dress played prominent roles. Ikat robes indicated social hierarchy, were a 
form of currency, and served as rewards for meritorious service. Therefore, ikats 
represented great value beyond aesthetic appeal, another attribute conveyed to the ikat-
patterned ceramic ware. 
Since the great Central Asian region brought together peoples from all geographic 
points and its position straddled contact with the arts of nomadic tribes and the refined 
arts of urban Iran, the motifs of nineteenth century ikats draw from these many 
influences. Some designs reflected the same motifs seen in domestic embroideries, or 
were drawn from geometricized tribal weavings, and the rhythmic patterns of 
architectural tiles. Designs such as flowers, palmate forms and trees or life echoed nature 
and evolved into highly stylized forms. Many ikat motifs are pre-Islamic in origin, 
descended from Uzbek, Turkic tribal groups and relate to old beliefs in the magic or 
protective qualities of designs. The kochkor shokhi, or curled rams' horns (Kalter, p. 56), 
tumar or triangular amulets, pomegranates, scorpions (arachnids), and concentric "eye" 
spots, were some of the designs that symbolically functioned to protect the wearer's 
fertility and prevent harm from the evil eye.  
The protective attributes of ancient motifs were reinforced by the widespread belief 
that the ikat-patterned plates possessed alexipharmic properties. Prestigious glazed, 
imported ceramics were believed to posses the power to detect poisoned food. Poisons 
would cause the plates to break instantly, thus averting danger. This belief originated 
with Chinese celadon glazes imported into Central Asia, for the pale green glazes evoked 
the protective powers associated with jade. These protective powers were later transferred 
to other high-status imported glazed porcelains and ceramics, such as Gardner ware and 
later, the plates in this study (Finlay, p. 286-287). 
Other common ikat patterns reflected in the ikat-patterned plates, perhaps lacked 
ancient protective associations, but reflected strong cultural preferences. Stripes, for 
example have been seen in fabrics from Turkey, parts of India, Persia and Central Asia. 
Historical documents over the centuries describe various striped fabrics, some with warp-
dyed ikat sections (Fitz Gibbon and Hale, p. 55), and ikats commonly feature stripes or 
stripes contained within other shapes.  
Vibrant dyed colors, bold rhythmic patterns, and glossy silk are characteristics of 
Central Asian ikats. The most exclusive khan atlas, or all silk ikat was woven in twill or 
satin weave. Here, rose-colored silk wefts and silk ikat warps produced an iridescent 
shimmer. Some of the ikat-patterned plates imitate this rosy glow with pinkish 
underglazes. By the late nineteenth century, ikat designs became bolder and more 
simplified, perhaps in response to the increased competition with cheap, Russian-made 
printed fabrics. Even faux ikat prints for the peasant and export market were being 
dumped into the Central Asian bazaars (Fitz Gibbon and Hale, p. 193, 259). With 
simplified patterns and reduced labor, late nineteenth century ikats still retained a 
powerful sense of "Central Asian-ness" through their design structure, use of 
representational and symbolic images, bright colors and bold motifs, much like the visual 
appeal of the ikat-patterned plates. 
Ikat textiles were perhaps the most important craft product from Central Asian towns, 
and they were obviously held in high esteem throughout Central Asian society. These 
textiles were presented at weddings and important events, displayed in homes and worn 
to indicate status. It is said that new patterns and colors came and went into fashion 
(Kalter, p. 70). Referred to as the “National Cloth of Uzbekistan” (Maxkamoba, p. 56), 
this phrase substantiates the alignment of ikat with a strong sense of regional and 
nationalistic identity. It is no wonder then that Russian-produced ikat-patterned ceramic 
ware would appeal to the Central Asian market, so that same high regard and status 
accorded to ikats would naturally be conveyed onto these imported goods. 
Plates in Central Asian Society 
Traditionally, Central Asia is known for the symbiotic relationship that existed between 
urban and rural spheres and for a melting pot of ethnic, tribal and cultural groups. Town 
dwellers were mostly poor and included an army of servants employed to run the courts 
of the local rulers, and only about 5-10% of the population belonged to the upper, ruling 
class. These were the civil servants, military and religious people, intellectuals, teachers, 
merchants and landowners. Conversely, craftspeople were typically very poor. Most town 
dwellers owned few possessions, and economically there was little difference between 
the peasants and the nomads (Kalter, p. 61).  
In town bazaars throughout Central Asia, imported porcelain or ceramic plates were 
regarded as luxury items. Anyone who could afford it, possessed imported tableware 
instead of plain wooden bowls or locally produced ceramic wares. In contrast to the 
earthy qualities of numerous types of locally made ceramics, imported porcelains were 
highly regarded for their status and alexipharmic properties. After the mid-nineteenth 
century, Chinese, French, Iranian and Indian imported goods were edged out by Russian 
products. Poorer households used locally produced table wares, while the wealthy used 
imported ceramics. Wealthy nomads packed their ceramic bowls in special containers 
(chinnikap), leather cases or painted wood boxes for porcelain tea sets (Kalter, p.48, 
p.59). Because imported porcelain goods were so highly valued, even broken porcelain 
was carefully mended. “Until very recently, itinerant porcelain menders were to be found 
at every market in northern Afghanistan” (Kalter, p. 49).  
Whether urban or rural, people rarely possessed much furniture apart from a wooden 
chest or two. Since people had little furniture, they commonly sat on a floor covered with 
carpets or cloths. At mealtime, people helped themselves from communal platters and ate 
with their fingers. Among the well-to-do, a variety of ceramic dishes were used including 
platters, or lagans and kalians; bowls and tea bowls, piali or kossa; vases and jugs, 
kuvacha; and teapots (Maxkamoba, p. 54 and Chernyi, p. 128). Rice dishes or pilaf 
topped with mutton and currants were usually heaped on the large platters, while a soup 
called shurvah was sipped from the bowl. For special occasions, a food called mante, 
similar to a ravioli topped with yogurt sauce could also be served on the large lagans or 
platters. Yogurt was usually served on the smaller dishes (Hewitt). Besides the typical 
meal such as above, at a type of cold buffet called dostarkhan, as many as 50-100 
appetizers and breads, sweets and fruits can be served on small plates (Kalter, p. 79). 
Ikat Plates and Russian Porcelain 
The ikat-patterned plates of this study evolve from the sphere of Russian porcelain 
production. The Russian nobility of the eighteenth century craved fine porcelains like 
those perfected by the German companies such as Meissen, because the decorative 
qualities and prestige of porcelains complimented their sumptuous palace interiors. In the 
eighteenth century, seven Russian private factories arose to fulfill the craving for 
luxuriant porcelains, but in a short time, just one factory was able to succeed (Popov p. 
309). This was the Gardner Factory. 
Francis Jacob Garnder, an Englishman timber merchant, founded the famous Gardner 
porcelain works in Russia around the 1770s. He located the factory in Verbilki village in 
the Dmitrii District of Moscow. Because of its location, these porcelain products are 
frequently called "Verbilki" or "Dmitrovsky" porcelain (Popov, p. 309). The Verbilki 
region provided strategic factors to insure Gardner's success - massive forests to supply 
the timber needed to fuel the kilns, excellent clays, and close proximity to Gzhel, a well-
known area for its numerous small pottery workshops and experienced ceramic artisans. 
With assistance from a porcelain technologist who had worked at Meissen, Gardner 
modeled his early products after the Rococo European styles being made by the German 
factories. By the 1780s, Gardner had raised its standards to the point that it could 
compete with the quality of Meissen (Popov, p. 309). Among the many elegant tableware 
products the Gardner factory produced, in the early 19th century, it also made sculptures 
and elegant figurines. Gradually Gardner began to introduce distinctly Russian folk art 
motifs into his wares, which mingled with the distinctly Gzhel folk pottery backgrounds 
of his artisans. By the late 1790s, Gardner's products reflected great originality and 
incorporated Russian folk art features, rather than relying on foreign-inspired designs.  
In the early nineteenth century, another Gardner-like entrepreneur emerged. Iakov 
Vasil'evich, who changed his name to Kuznetsov, was also like Gardner, a lumber 
merchant. He founded a ceramics/porcelain factory at Novo-Kharitonovo in 1810 and 
named the factory Kuznetsov Brothers for his two sons. The Kuznetsov sons went on to 
found or acquire other factories - in Pokrovski district and the Safronov Factory in 
Korotkaia, (later relocated to the Dulevskaya in Vladimir Province), and the 
Kuznetsovskaya in Tver Province; the Pesochenskaya in Yaroslavl Province; the 
Pesochnenskaya in Kaluga Province; the Rizhskaya in Lifland Province; and the 
Budianskaya in Kharkov Province (Popov, p. 310). The I. E. Kuznetsov factory was one 
in this Kuznetsov conglomerate, but it used a distinctive crown and starburst mark from 
about 1878 to 1917. The I. E. Kuznetsov factory was located in Volkov near present day 
St. Petersburg. 
The grandson of the original Kuznetsov was Matvei Sidorovich, who inherited the 
factories, and in 1889 changed the name of the enormous combine to the M. S. 
Kuznetsov Factory (Ross, p. 353). This M. S. Kuznetsov conglomerate became one of the 
largest Russian producers of porcelain, tableware, everyday and decorative faience, 
including our ikat-patterned plates. In the early 19th century, there were two distinct 
markets for porcelain and stoneware. Russian porcelain industries were either producing 
goods for the Imperial court and aristocracy or making goods for officials, middle class 
and peasantry. The Kuznetsov factories belonged to the second group, and increasingly 
the Gardner factory joined this second tier, as the factory attempted to attract broad 
masses of customers from lower strata of the population. By the 1840s, the second tier 
factories “relied on national traditions, designed new, original forms of tableware, décor 
motifs and expanded the range of national themes both in porcelain painting and statuary. 
Consequently, for most Russian porcelain enterprises this period was characterized by the 
formation of a national folk style, the like of which could hardly be seen in such a 
conspicuous form in any other European country at the time” (Popov, p. 310). In step 
with this trend, the Gardner factory produced a famous series of statuettes depicting the 
many diverse ethnic groups living within Russia's borders modeled from illustrations 
published in “The Magic Lantern” journal (Popov, p. 310). This recognition of national 
folk styles and looking to indigenous designs of ethnic "others" for inspiration set the 
precedence for our ikat plates. 
In 1892, the paths of Gardner and Kuznetsov merged when Matvei (M. S. Kuznetsov), 
purchased the old Gardner factory. At least the double ram's horn ikat plate motif 
originated with the Gardner factory and M. S. Kuznetsov purchased or negotiated the 
rights to use that motif along with the Gardner name for ten years. Gardner's lucrative 
designs for the Central Asian market were actually employed right up to the revolution in 
1917 or at least to 1914 (Chernyi, p. 128). Other than these facts, we may never know 
more details, since most factory records were destroyed. The Kuznetsov combine of the 
1890s was dedicated to mass-producing cheap porcelains to attract buyers in the Asian 
market including Iran, Turkey, and Central Asia. The Gardner factory and subsequently, 
M. S. and I. E. Kuznetsov mixed cheaper, more durable stoneware concoctions 
combining local clays and porcelain and used the faience style of decorating their wares 
(Chernyi, p. 111). Goods for this market were distinguished from others by the term 
Zelyonaya Massa or “green mass” (Pronina, p. 174). This term probably originally 
referred to the color of the unfired stoneware clay body, a greenish mass, but came to 
mean goods for the Islamic market (Chernyi, p. 112) underlying an Islamic preference for 
the color green. 
Under Kuznetsov's ownership, the Gardner factory maintained its technical know-how 
but lost its artistic qualities as new, mechanized processes were implemented (Chernyi, p. 
275). Among Kuznetsov's innovations were mass-production techniques for glazing by 
“printing, stenciling, spraying and transfer-printing” (Popov, p. 310). The porcelains of 
this time, such as our ikat plates, reflect those new techniques and experimental designs, 
but also represent the cheap industrialized Russian goods dumped into Central Asia. The 
I. E. Kuznetsov factory also used spraying techniques to create designs originated by 
Gardner, and the I. E. factory was known for producing the most cheaply produced wares 
of all Kuznetsov's factories. Eventually, the Kuznetsov Factory combine became the 
largest producer of porcelains in Russia during the period between the turn of the 19th 
century up to the Russian Revolution in 1917 (Ross, p. 353). Production for the Islamic 
market most likely ended around 1914 after WWI, when Russia viewed Turkey as its 
enemy. After the Revolution, the old Gardner/Kusnetsov factory was nationalized and 
renamed the Dmitrov Porcelain Plant (Chernyi, p. 276), and the I. E. Kuznetsov factory 
near St. Petersburg was renamed the Kyiv Ceramics Factory (Chernyi, pp. 8-9). The time 
leading up to the Russian Revolution was one of tremendous societal upheaval, political 
and social transformation. By understanding the ikat-patterned plates within the historical 
context of the Russian porcelain industry and export trade, we can pinpoint the 
chronology of their evolution and thereby see how the plates reflect the social, political 
and economic forces of the time when a rising sense of separatist nationalism was arising 
in Central Asia. 
Backstamp Analysis 
Each of the fifteen plates studied is marked with a backstamp indicating the factory of 
origin. There are two distinctly different backstamps and other variations. Some plates 
also have impressed numbers, such as a rhomb shape containing the number 2 or 3, or the 
numbers 26 and 3, or 8 and 15, which may indicate a factory batch, plate size or other 
detail. Reference books align marks to specific factories used during certain periods of 
time to help date the plates. By researching the dates of manufacture and history of the 
factories, one can better understand how these plates take their place within the broader 
historical context.  
M. S. Kuznetsov's factory stamp is the red, two-headed Czarist eagle warrant with 
Cyrillic letters beneath of the factory name. This stamp dates from 1892 to 1917. There 
are conflicting dates and reports about how this royal stamp was issued. One source says 
that in the last decades of the Gardner factory's existence, that factory earned the imperial 
double-headed eagle warrant, the use of which continued after Kuznetsov bought Gardner 
(noteaccess.com) Another account states that in 1902, Kuznetsov received the title of 
“court-purveyor,” which entitled the factory to use the double-headed eagle stamp. In 
addition to the double-headed Czarist eagle stamp, some of these plates (and only these 
double-headed eagle stamped plates) are stamped with a blue oval and Cyrillic letters 
stating permission was given by Gardner to use the design until 1920. Therefore, at least 
the double ram's horn and eye spot patterned ikat plates could have been produced as 
early as 1892 or as late as 1902 and continued up to the revolution in 1917. However, 
production probably ceased in 1914, due to the extreme drop-off in the export market 
caused by World War I and hostilities with Turkey. The second stamp is a crown above a 
large starburst, with Cyrillic letters spelling the name I. E. Kuznetsov, used from 1878 to 
1917. On some plates this mark is printed in blue, while on others the crown and starburst 
stamp is red and has Arabic script below. The Arabic script indicates that the plates were 
manufactured strictly for export to Central Asia (Kazakova). Perhaps some of the ikat 
designs (but not the Gardner-originated, double ram's horn and eye spot motif) were 
created by this factory and date to an earlier period than 1892 or 1902. 
Whether the plate has the M. S. Kuznetsov Imperial double-headed eagle or the I. E. 
Kuznetsov starburst and crown stamp is consistent with whether the plate is of better or 
lesser quality. Generally, the double-headed eagle plates are of better quality, while the 
lesser quality plates are stamped with the I. E. Kuznetsov factory crown and starburst 
symbol. Even among plates of the same basic design, there are differing tiers of quality 
and differing backstamps. Seven plates studied have the double rams' horns motif, with 
two tiers of quality borne out by their back stamps. The double ram's horn plates with the 
crispest designs, finest porcelain-like clay body and most luminous colors bear the red 
Imperial double-headed eagle motif associated with the M. S. Kuznetsov factory. Two of 
the double rams' horns motif plates are cruder than the others and are stamped with the I. 
E. Kuznetsov crown and starburst. One of these poorer quality plates further bears the 
Arabic script under the I. E. Kuznetsov stamp. Of the remaining motifs studied, these are 
also divided by factory stamp, quality and even rarity. Two motifs, the parallel rows each 
containing a single ram's horn motif and the concentric circles with superimposed stripes 
pattern are stamped with the double headed eagle M. S. Kuznetsov mark and are 
purportedly extremely rare (Hewitt). Of the other motifs, the one with parallel green 
stripes; the double eye spot; and the scorpion /arachnid motif, these plates are marked 
with the I. E. Kuznetsov crown and starburst. The two striped plates bear just the blue 
crown and starburst stamp, while both the double rhomb-shaped eye spot and arachnid 
motif plates are stamped with the red crown and starburst and Arabic script. It is assumed 
that multiple factories in the nine-factory Kuznetsov combine were involved in ikat-
patterned plate production, but other than describing the differences in the plate 
appearances, quality and stamp differences, the researcher has not been able to associate 
specific marks with respective factories of manufacture. 
Conclusion  
Many questions remain about these ikat-patterned plates. Who designed them? Did the 
Gardner factory design only the double ram's horn motif and Kuznetsov factories the 
remaining patterns? Are there other patterns not yet studied? How many of these 
patterned plates were produced and how far was their distribution? Sadly, little 
information on the history and production details of these plates has survived. The old 
Gardner factory once held a collection of its wares, but it was looted during the Russian 
Revolution. Both the Gardner and Kuznetsov archives were burned for fuel - the Gardner 
papers at the time of the Russian Revolution and the Kuznetsov records sometime during 
or right after WWII. 
What the plates do reveal is how objects of daily life reveal the tremendous social, 
political and economic upheavals of the times, for the Russian production and marketing 
of the ikat-patterned tableware parallels a period of arising separatist nationalism in 
Central Asia. In response to increasingly exploitive controls and increased restrictions, in 
1883-84 a social reform movement arose in Central Asia. Called Jadid, this movement 
called for broad social reforms and better education. Jadids further desired Islamic 
nationalism and alliance with Ottoman Turkey, in part based upon a sentimental 
identification with a similar culture (Yaroshevski, p. 74). The Jadids urged their 
communities to participate in Russian reforms in order to survive in the modern world. 
However, Jadid was part of a larger philosophical Pan-Turkic movement, and as such 
was perceived as a threat by the Russians. This movement marks the awakening 
nationalism that led to the establishment of the Central Asian republics after the collapse 
of the Soviet Union, the same late nineteenth century time period when ikat-patterned 
tableware was marketed in Central Asia. The rising Islamic and nationalistic movement 
was visually reinforced by the cultural identification with ikat and ikat-patterned plates.  
After years of steady imperialist expansion into Central Asia, the Russians uprooted 
traditional Central Asian life and livelihood. They further aimed to squelch Islam and 
impose Russian culture upon the diverse cultural groups of Central Asia. The Russian-
made, ikat patterned plates parallel the commercial and political attempts to first unify, 
then subsume the empire's far-flung people and diverse cultures. However, such attempts 
actually aided in preserving Central Asian cultural traditions and awakening nationalism - 
an awakening in part achieved through the visual power and culture of the ikat. 
Ultimately the plates speak for themselves. The primarily Uzbek-based patterns on the 
plates visually highlighted Central Asia's ethnic differences and indicated Russia's 
economic exploitation of Central Asia. Simultaneously they symbolize the rising sense of 
Central Asian-ness at a time of awakening nationalism in that region - an awakening 
represented by the visual power of the textile pattern – ikat. 
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Figure 3 (left) Scorpion. 
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